Fantasy on two old scottish themes. Orgue fantaisie
Jean Langlais (1907-1991)

Date: 1986
Note: Date de composition : 1986
Variant of the title: A Scottish festival. Orgue
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Editions of this work
partitions
partitions (1)
  → Fantasy on two old Scottish themes
     [for organ]
     Material description: 15 p. ; couv. ill. ; 28 cm
     Edition: London ; Sevenoaks : Novello , cop. 1988
     Compositeur: Jean Langlais (1907-1991)
     Link: catalogue
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Related authors
  Authors related to Fantasy on two old scottish themes. Orgue
This page in data.bnf.fr lab
  Fantasy on two old scottish themes. Orgue in the data.bnf.fr Labs pages
  This experimenting space presents innovating visualizations of data.bnf.fr data: diagrams, timelines, maps. This data is available and freely usable (Open license), in RDF or JSON.
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Variant of the title

A Scottish festival. Orgue